Stimulation for employees: of each a painted portait

Art at Work
To excite and stimulate creativity of employees. That is what is most
certainly happening at Anatech, developer and manufacturer of
laboratory instruments. For example: in the company one will find
many works of art, so each worker will florish as fertile as possible in
that artistic environment.
By the way, it was not the current
owner Archi Leenaers, but the
preceding one, that started buying
art in order to exhibit it all over the
business building. ‘When I took over
Anatech, he explicitely asked me to
preserve the art collection. A request
I gladly granted, becvause I also
have lots of affinity with art.
Moreover I fully agree with him: art
definitely has a positive result on the
people that are confronted workaday with it’, Leenaers enthousiastly clarifies.
“We-feeling”
At Anatech the variety in works of art is quite large. The garden reveals
statues in various styles, executed in various kind of stones, and surrounded
bij several different fruit trees and plants. Inside the building the statues,
paintings and photos are widely spread. The total collection counts about one
hundred items. Remarkeble are the painted portraits of all emplyees in the
entrance hall of the building. Everyone having a final contract of employment
is being painted by the Spanish painter Francesco Pistolesi. By doing so, I want
to emphasize that all those hanging there belong to the Anatech family. Also
Leenaers released a wall in the
canteen
to
exhibit
impressive
personal photos, made by Anatech’s
employees. It can be seen from the
varied collage on the wall that the
workers like to contribute to it.
Amongst the current employees of
Anatech are some that play a music
instrument or sing. Also that aspect
can be noted in this company: in the
canteen a piano is located, that is
used quite frequently.
Computer technics
An employee was asked by the director to photograph all the instruments that
have been developed by Anatech since its establishment. All these 30
instruments will be protrayed, using its application as a background. To judge
from the first photos, this will turn into a very special photo collection.

“Our specific knowledge is in embedded computer technics. We come up with
smart solutions that are reliable, simple to operate and with an excellent price
to performance ratio. When developing new instruments, the slogan is not
‘Adapt to solve’ but ‘Explore the limitations’. By doing so, better overall
solutions are found. And that is where the inventiveness of our people is
excited. And for that, I like to create the optimal environment where this is
possible and enough space is left for new ideas.”
The laboratory instruments of Anatech are used in various markets for quality
control (QC), product development and fundamental research. Anatech
employs 25 people.
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